
CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background of the Study 

Vocabulary is the important thing for successful communication in any 

language, besides Grammar. Nation (2001) stated that a principled approach 

to vocabulary development results in better language learning. The first stage 

of learning English as second language is to know more and more words. At 

the beginning, students need to know that are often used in daily 

communication, such as I, you, it, my, but, like, what, etc. then as the 

progress, they learn grammar of the target language so the vocabulary that 

they have known so far can be used, for instance, to read academic text, to 

speak with native speakers about various topics, to listen to lectures, and to 

write academically. 

Knowing a word means capable to identify its spoken and its written 

form as well as its meaning (receptive vocabulary) then use it correctly 

(productive vocabulary) (Nation, 1990). Receptive Vocabulary is 

interconnected to reading and listening skill, meanwhile productive 

vocabulary to speaking and writing skill. Those skills are the important parts 

in studying language. Students whose targets vocabulary is not large enough 

can not be able to reach an adequate level of reading comprehension and 



unable to transfer their writing and speaking skill from their L1 (first 

language) to their L2 (second language) (Nation, 1990) 

There are students good in reading or listening and the others good in 

writing or speaking. And there is a situation when students are able to 

understand a word while reading text but fail to use or recall the word 

correctly while they are speaking. Since their own skills are not same, their 

level between receptive and productive vocabulary size will be different. 

There have been some studies that focused in designing test to 

measures individual’s level of vocabulary size, two of them are Receptive 

Vocabulary Level test (Nation, 1990) and Productive Vocabulary Test (Laufer 

and Nation, 1999). Those Vocabulary Level tests (VLTs) contain words 

sampled from the 2,000 word families, 3,000 word families, 5,000 word 

families, Academic Word List. The Receptive VLT, in each section the 

participant of the test is asked to match three definitions to six words. In 

Productive VLT there are some sentences has missing word like a normal gap 

filling test or ‘C-Test’ which the participant must complete correctly. 

The researcher thinks that both of the test are important to be 

conducted to the college students in order to know how many words they have 

known receptively and productively. As general principle, Nation and Waring 

(1997) indicates that 2,000 and 3,000 word level are enough for productive 

use in speaking and writing. The college students, especially the  English 

study program students should have high level of English vocabulary size. 



The students are of course demanded to good in any linguistic skills when 

they graduated. For English study program students, having proficiency of 

academic word list level can help they convey arguments and present some 

ideas in sophisticated way. Result of the test can show the students in what 

level their vocabulary size is. There will be difference score between both of 

the result, which one is higher or lower than another. Therefore, in this study 

the researcher is interested to know the college student’s receptive vocabulary 

and productive vocabulary size. 

 

1.2 Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of the study is to find out the English study program 

students’ receptive and productive vocabulary size by using two measuring 

instrument, they are Receptive Vocabulary Level test and Productive 

Vocabulary Level test. 

 

1.3 Research Questions 

1) How is the students’ receptive and productive vocabulary size? 

2) Is there any difference between students’ receptive and 

productive vocabulary size? 

 

 

 



1.4 Limitation of the Study 

There are two limitation of this study. First, the findings of this study 

do not reflect continuum since each test is administrated only once. It was not 

feasible to do a test-retest procedure. Secondly, the subjects were purposively 

sampled from population. The subjects are English Education Study Program 

Students at Universitas Jambi. 

 

1.5 Significance of the Study 

This study has some benefits. Those are for several circles. For 

English teachers, they can learn how to employ language test to observe and 

assess learner’s receptive and productive vocabulary. In this point, it will give 

teachers direction in designing learning materials and activities. For the 

students, the participants of this study may gain positive impact from the 

result of the test. They know how their vocabulary size is, so they have a kind 

of target in improving vocabulary size. For English learner as foreign 

language, know that vocabulary is being tested and important for their 

language learning. So, they have idea to learn language effectively related to 

the vocabulary. For language researchers, this study will give more 

understanding of receptive and productive vocabulary. It provides additional 

source inspiration for related studies. 

 

 



1.6 Definition of Terms 

These are alphabetically order list of terms that are used frequently in 

this study: 

1) Productive Vocabulary 

Productive Vocabulary is the word that person knows and understands the 

meaning then able to use it correctly. 

2) Receptive vocabulary 

Receptive vocabulary related to then word that person knows and 

understands the meaning when it is mentioned as spoken or written form. 

3) Vocabulary 

Vocabulary is commonly defined as all the words known and used by a 

particular person. 

4) Vocabulary size  

The term of ‘vocabulary size’ is the breadth of vocabulary knowledge. 

The number of words for which person knows at least some significant 

aspect of meaning (Anderson and Freebody, 1981). 

 

 

 

 

 


